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GLOBAL CLIMATE,GLOBAL CLIMATE,
PRODUCTIVITYPRODUCTIVITY

& SOILS& SOILS
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With this class we leave historical
aspects of explanation of patterns

we have earlier seen (richness) that
climate has a profound effect on biotaclimate has a profound effect on biota

here we begin to describe
patterns in global climateglobal climate

we will find that these patterns drive we will find that these patterns drive 
many aspects of biotic patternsmany aspects of biotic patterns
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climate is driven by solar energy solar energy and 
its (indirect)(indirect) impacts on earth's atmosphereearth's atmosphere

climate is patterned in spacespace & timetime

spatial dimension = latitudelatitude

time dimension = seasonsseasons

(atmosphere is +/- transparent to sunlight)(atmosphere is +/- transparent to sunlight)
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earth's spherical shape means solar energy
impinges on earth's surface differently

according to latitudelatitude………….

same amount
of energy is

spread out over
greater area at
higher latitudes

also, energy
passes through
deeperdeeper atmos-

phere and
more getsmore gets

reflectedreflected away away
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but solar energy heats up earth's surface
energy re-radiatesenergy re-radiates in infra-redinfra-red

warms up atmosphere warms up atmosphere near the surfacenear the surface
this now less-dense atmosphere rises

CONVECTION CELLCONVECTION CELL
this draws in surface air this draws in surface air 

from from neighbouring neighbouring regionsregions
strongest effects are over low latitudes
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equator

pole

This sets up a series of rolling cells
which form doughnut-
shaped belts around
the earth 
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air moves from HIGHHIGH to LOWLOW pressure
generating SURFACESURFACE  WINDSWINDS

the major winds run from the 20-30° zone20-30° zone
both towards the equator (Trade Winds)

and towards temperate latitudes (Westerlies)

but they don't run straight N or S
because of CORIOLIS FORCECORIOLIS FORCE

from earth's rotation
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Convection phenomena on weather mapsConvection phenomena on weather maps
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Major Global Climate Zones
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so, on global scale, there are 
4 main climate belts:4 main climate belts:

TROPICSTROPICS

SUBTROPICSSUBTROPICS

TEMPERATETEMPERATE

POLARPOLAR

hot, moist

hot, dry

cool, moist

cold, dry
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why are there seasons?why are there seasons?

now we can understand why the climate
is different at different latitudes

seasons result from the fact that
the earth's equator is NOTNOT in the plane of

the earth's orbit around the sun

therefore "effective latitude" changes
throughout the year
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earth's orbit, axis tilt & seasons
n. summer solstice

n. winter solstice

spring equinox

autumn equinox 16 14

Northern Winter (Dec.) solsticeNorthern Winter (Dec.) solstice

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solstice

~23.5°
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LOCAL EFFECTSLOCAL EFFECTS

prevailing wind
rain
shadow

a)

b) moisture-starved continent interiorsmoisture-starved continent interiors
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NORTH
AMERICA

precipitation

wet slopes

arid shadow

dry interior
moist east
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in terrestrial systems,
temperature and precipitation directly

determine PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY

-the rate at which CO2 is fixed
from the atmosphere

therefore we see latitudinal belts of
Primary Productivity closely similar

to those shown by climate
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an index of global Primary productivityan index of global Primary productivity

polar/deserts : 0-2.5 tons/Ha/yr
tropical forests : >30 tons/Ha/yr 16 20

the picture is very different in
Marine Systems because

OO22 is not uniformly available is not uniformly available

also turbulence & turbidity
and availability of nutrients

in Marine systems, Productivity is
mainly associated with shallow shelf seasshallow shelf seas

and upwellings upwellings of cold, rich watersof cold, rich waters
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<2.2 metric tons/ha 2.2 - 5.5 tons/ha >5.5 tons/ha

Global Marine Productivity

most oceans =/< land deserts 16 22
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primary
production
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climate affects the biota, while
both affect the physical environment

this interaction is readily seen in this interaction is readily seen in SOILSSOILS
soils are not a given;  they evolve from

parent rock, climate + biota
key factors in interaction:

rate of decay  - temperature
O2 availability - waterlogging

rain vs. evaporation 
- leach or evaporite;  minerals 16 24

COLD

HOT

ARID HUMID

DESERT 

SOILS

LATERITE

CHERNOZEM

PODSOL

GLEISOL

Soil-types by Climate-types
tundra soils

temperate forest/
woodland soils

temperate grassland
tropical
forest
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World SoilsWorld Soils
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NEXT CLASSNEXT CLASS

THE BIOTA'S THE BIOTA'S RESPONSERESPONSE  
TO CLIMATETO CLIMATE

- why there are - why there are BIOMESBIOMES
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LATITUDE
SEASON

if we add the latitude and season effects…..

incoming solar radiation
by latitude and season
for the whole globe. 

Note uniformity at 
equator and high 
variation at poles
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SeaWiFS Project, NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center and ORBIMAGE.

Global Land and Marine ProductivityGlobal Land and Marine Productivity
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